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Award-winning photojournalist Zoran Milich captures a world of words in the simplicity of big, bold

signs. As young children discover the thirty colorful photographs in City Signs, they will delight in

seeing people and places that are a part of their everyday world. With that delight comes the

growing recognition of the words that are all around them --- and the exhilarating discovery that they

can READ!
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I just got this book today and am very dissapointed. I was looking for a book with some traffic signs

my son sees in the streets. Instead there are just pictures of mostly vehicles, which is ok, but not

related to signs at all. Here is what is inside: back of police car, a photo of fire station entrance, an

ambulance, three taxis in a row, a bus stop with approaching bus, a school bus, a school crossing

guard, a sign of railroad crossing, a horse in the zoo standing next to "horses"sign, the word PARK

written on a fence, a lifeguard standing next to swimming pool, a changing cabin with the word

BEACH on it, a street vendor with ICE CREAM on the window, somebody's hand holding a pizza in

front of window saying PIZZA, a litter box, then another one, a supermarket entrance, lemons on

sale 4 for 1 dollar, a door with the word PULL on it, then another with PUSH, a parking lot entrance,

a parking lot exit, car wash, a used cars dealer, a bicycle, the sign BUMP on the road,

CONSTRUCTION sign, ROAD CLOSED and STOP sign. For me it is totally useless and I will have



to search again for what I need.

Don't bother. My son, who's really really into signs, was excited about this book, but after looking at

it, actually said he didn't like it and to donate it to goodwill. It's just random pictures and not actual

signs

We commute daily in the car and my son loves to "read" street signs so he loves this book.

I'm a speech language pathologist and I love using this book with my emerging readers who are just

beginning to identify "words" by their visual shapes. The photographs are extra appealing because

they are immersed in the real context - giving the child extra support.

my 4 year old grandson is having lots of fun with these signs, good quality,

I purchased this book for my son who has Autism. He loves signs of all kinds and he has enjoyed

this book very much.
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